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According to the Oxford English Dictionary Online, symmetry is themutual ‘‘relation of the parts of something in respect
of magnitude and position; relative measurement and arrangement of parts . . .’’. The ‘‘something’’ that we deal with in this
special issue of Discrete Mathematics is a graph or even a set of graphs. The ‘‘relative measurement and arrangement of
parts’’ that we have in mind is described in the most general form by structure preserving mappings, i.e. graph morphisms.
Symmetry may help to reduce exploration or description complexity. Traditionally, in mathematics, symmetry refers to
operators which permute parts in such a way that structurally one cannot distinguish between image and pre-image under
these operators. In graph theory, as elsewhere in mathematics, symmetry appeals mainly to the respective automorphism
group. Our special issue titled ‘‘Graph Asymmetry’’ is, of course, a response to ‘‘Graph Symmetry, Algebraic Methods and
Applications’’, edited by Gena Hahn and Gert Sabidussi at Kluwer in 1997. We feel, and want to give evidence with this
special issue, that the idea of symmetry in graphs admits powerful generalizations by studying graph endomorphisms in
addition to automorphisms.
Sowith graph asymmetrywewant to appeal to symmetry breaking in graphs.We thus have inmind operators on graphs
which only partially preserve structure and thus permit distinguishing between image and pre-image. Two well-known
topics within graph asymmetry are the reconstruction conjecture and self-complementarity of graphs. We are not focusing
on these here, althoughwe see strong connections. Studying graphmorphismswith their various aspects and kinds appears
to us as an appropriate idea for exploring graph asymmetry.
This special issue goes back to a workshop held in 2005 at Massey University in Palmerston North, New Zealand. That
workshop was dedicated to further exploration of graph symmetry and asymmetry. Extended abstracts of the papers
presented at this workshop were published as Vol. 23 of Electronic Notes in Discrete Mathematics (ENDM). Some of the
papers published in the present issue are extended and reworked versions of these papers. Others are completely new and
have not had abstracts in ENDM.
We thank all the contributors to this issue as well as the referees for their important work. In particular we thank
the anonymous colleagues who refereed the contributions of the editors. Among the referees of non-editor papers we
particularly thank Professor Lothar Budach from Berlin, who unexpectedly died in July 2007 and thus is no longer with
us. The negotiations and the final agreement about this special issue with Discrete Mathematics have been accomplished
with the former editor in chief, the late Professor Frank Hammer, who tragically died in an accident in December 2006. We
dedicate this issue to him.
Asymmetry and generalized symmetry are two different aspects of one phenomenon. We want to describe the interplay
between graphs and semigroups as a generalization of the interplay between graphs and groups. Automorphism groups
describe symmetries of the underlying object; endomorphism monoids or semigroups generalize this approach. A non-
trivial, i.e. a non-bijective endomorphism of a (finite) graph produces a non-reversible change of the graph which in some
sense models the asymmetries of the graph.
The study of endomorphisms of graphs provides algebraic methods for investigating combinatorial properties of the
graph and, vice versa, combinatorial properties of the graph lead to algebraic specifications of the semigroup. This is the
basic approach in the papers by Fan, Kaschek, Koetters, Michels and Knauer.
Fan surveys results on graphs with regular endomorphism monoids, endomorphism transitive graphs, various
unretractive graphs, i.e. graphs where all endomorphisms are automorphisms. He also reports on other unretractivities
like this: all endomorphisms also reflect edges, that is all endomorphisms are strong. Finally he presents the result that
the endomorphism monoids of two connected bipartite graphs are isomorphic if and only if the graphs themselves are
isomorphic. He furthermore characterizes commutative monoids which are the endomorphismmonoids of endomorphism
vertex transitive graphs.
Kaschek also considers unretractive graphs that aremore commonly known as core graphs. He characterizes unretractive
lexicographic products of graphs and unretractive arbitrary graphs. He also shows that the automorphism group of a
lexicographic product of two graphs is awreath product of amonoidwith a small category. Harary’s aim thus in a generalized
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sense is achieved, namely to have a graph product whose automorphism group is a wreath product involving the product
factors.
Koetters counts the graphs which have a trivial endomorphismmonoid, so-called rigid graphs. The result that almost all
graphs are rigid is something like folklore for specialists; here we have a relatively short and new proof based on the fact
that almost all graphs are asymmetric, i.e. have trivial automorphism group.
Counting methods are also involved in the paper by Michels and Knauer — here the number of endomorphisms of paths
is counted where first the number of congruence relations is counted and then the number of embeddings of the factor
graph, making an elementary use of the so-called homomorphism theorem. This method differs from themethod presented
in another publication by Arworn (Sr. Arworn, An algorithm for the numbers of endomorphisms on paths, Discrete Math.
309 (2009) 94–103). The method is applied also to cycles instead of paths.
The opposite approach starts with a semigroup and produces a graph, the so-called Cayley graph, whose geometric and
combinatorial properties relate to algebraic properties of the semigroup to start with. This idea goes back to Cayley and has
been exploited widely for groups by numerous authors.
In this issue that approach is taken in Kelarev et al. and in Arworn et al. It is clear that in the tradition of the group theoretic
access, so-called completely regular semigroups, that is semigroups which are unions of groups, play an important role. In
both papers the authors go onemore step by studying the symmetries or asymmetries of the Cayley graphs by investigating
their automorphism vertex transitivity or their endomorphism vertex transitivity.
Kelarev et al. give a method for how to use Cayley graphs for the classification of data by introducing the concept of
recognition of a formal language by the Cayley graph of a certain factormonoid of the freemonoid generated by the alphabet
of the language considered. This is equivalent to the recognition by a finite state automaton. After that they survey recent
results on Cayley graphs also involving their endomorphism monoids.
Arworn et al. pursue the matter of completely regular semigroups which here are right groups or left groups, and
investigate strong semilattices of those. They are generalizations of Clifford semigroups which are strong semilattices of
groups. These authors characterize those semigroups that have automorphism vertex transitive Cayley graphs. The paper
ends with an interesting set of examples which also illustrate the structure of these Cayley graphs.
An again modified approach is chosen by Zhou who considers arc transitivities of graphs with respect to certain groups,
for example, Mathieu groups.
The paper by Chakrabarty et al. uses the so-called intersection graph to go froman algebraic structure to a graph structure.
These authors consider rings and construct the intersection graph of their right ideals. In particular they determine the
numbers n of residue class rings Zn such that the respective intersection graph is connected, complete, bipartite, planar,
Eulerian or Hamiltonian. It seems that various intersection graphs, mainly of geometric and combinatorial objects, are quite
useful objects and are widely studied.
As usual in the investigation of complicated objects, one uses the possibility of constructing them from simpler
components or of decomposing the objects into simpler components. The methods for doing this are through the various
products of graphs and of semigroups. Very important here are lexicographic products of graphs and correspondinglywreath
products of groups and semigroups. Moreover there are the products which can be described categorically. These aremainly
cross, box and boxcross products of graphs and direct or subdirect products of semigroups.
We did not try to unify the terminology for products of graphs. The obvious names cross product, box product and
boxcross product seem preferable. The names categorical, Cartesian and strong product are less suggestive and misleading
in a categorical sense. In fact, depending on the choice of morphisms of graphs which define the category, we can see the
following. The cross product is the categorical product in the categoryGRAof graphswith usual (edgepreserving)morphisms
while the box product is the tensor product there and in the category EGRA of edge preserving morphisms which may also
identify adjacent vertices. The boxcross product is the categorical product in the category EGRA. This method can be used
to distinguish categorically between other products like the disjunction and the complete product, which however, are not
used in this special issue (compareM. Kilp, U. Knauer, Graph operations and categorical constructions, Acta Comment. Univ.
Tartuensis Math. 5 (2001) 43–57).
Finally a further publication has to bementioned here which should have been part of this issue, but happened to appear
in a regular edition of Discrete Mathematics: Sr. Arworn, U. Knauer, S. Leeratanavalee, Locally strong endomorphisms of
paths, Discrete Math. 308 (2008) 2525–2532. Here paths are investigated which have some symmetries which can be
described using so-called locally strong endomorphisms, i.e. endomorphisms which reflect edges in the following sense:
if we have an edge in the image, then every vertex in the pre-image of one endpoint of this edge is adjacent to at least one
vertex in the pre-image of the other endpoint of this edge. Endomorphisms of paths with this property are characterized.
And, as in general, these endomorphisms don’t form a monoid. Those paths are characterized for which the locally strong
endomorphisms do form a monoid. They are exactly the paths of prime length and the path of length 4. Locally strong
endomorphisms fold paths of prime length only to paths of length 1. Moreover, there is also done some counting; the
numbers of locally strong endomorphisms of undirected and certain directed paths are determined.
The citation of Chinese authors is not unified; sometimes two initials are used, sometimes the two names are written
out as one word. For resolving this we would have required related aid, which we did not have. We thus did not make any
related changes in whatever we got from the authors of the papers in this special issue. We apologize for any inconvenience
caused by that.
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